How to cite items found in Literature Resource Center and Literature Online (LION) in MLA (8th edition)

1. Example of a journal article in Literature Resource Center (or LION):

go.galegroup.com.authenticate.library.duq.edu/ps/i.do?p= LitRC&sw=w&u=pl3834&v=2.1&it=r&id=GALE%7CA55183167&asid=28e96018f6022587e373df09a50bbb9c.

2. Example of an article from a book in Literature Resource Center (or LION):


Literature Resource Center,
go.galegroup.com.authenticate.library.duq.edu/ps/i.do?p=LitRC&sw=w&u=pl3834&v=2.1&it=r&id=GAE%7CH1420056242&asid=443bc7b2b794da78b2a09720e38bc9db.

3. Example of a biographical article from an encyclopedia, each volume of which has a separate title, available in Literature Resource Center (or LION):

http://go.galegroup.com.authenticate.library.duq.edu/ps/i.do?p=LitRC&sw=w&u=pl3834&v=2.1&it=r&id=GAE%7CH1200006347&asid=047314641df1d899336e06d59a6dc68b.
4. Example of an article originally published in a book and reprinted in a reference work available in Literature Resource Center (or LION):

go.galegroup.com.authenticate.library.duq.edu/ps/i.do?p=LitRC&sw=w&u=pl3834&v=2.1&it=r&id=GALE%7CH1420056234&asid=514ce2f32162686291cf4dc6775cf4b7.

5. Example of an article originally published in a journal and reprinted in a reference work available in Literature Resource Center (or LION):

go.galegroup.com.authenticate.library.duq.edu/ps/i.do?p=LitRC&sw=w&u=pl3834&v=2.1&it=r&id=GALE%7CH1420047291&asid=d1e67b0f3237d8f63d2d3f13d4f0e1be.